As oil reserves in established basins become depleted, exploration and production moves towards relatively unexploited areas, such as deep waters off the continental shelf. The Faroe-Shetland Channel (FSC, NE Atlantic) and adjacent areas have been subject to increased focus by the oil industry. In addition to extreme depths, metocean conditions in this region characterise an environment with high waves and strong winds, strong currents, complex circulation patterns, sharp density gradients, and large small-and mesoscale variability. These conditions pose operational challenges to oil spill response and question the suitability of current oil spill modelling frameworks (oil spill models and their forcing data) to adequately simulate the behaviour of a potential oil spill in the area. This article reviews the state of knowledge relevant to deepwater oil spill modelling for the FSC area and identifies knowledge gaps and research priorities. Our analysis should be relevant to other areas of complex oceanography.
CURRENT STATUS OF DEEPWATER OIL SPILL MODELLING IN THE FAROE-SHETLAND CHANNEL, NORTHEAST ATLANTIC, AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

Oil exploration and production west of the Shetland Islands
Oil production in deep water prospects west of Shetland (Fig. 1a ) has taken place for over 20 years. The Schiehallion field (water depth 350-450 m) has been in operation since 1993, while the Foinaven field (400-600 m) started production in 1997. The search for new fields has consistently moved west towards deeper water and has led to oil exploration and discovery beyond the margins of the continental shelf, into the depths of the Faroe-Shetland Channel (FSC). For example, the Rosebank prospect (2008) is in 1,100 m, the Cambo prospect (2009) in 1,090 m and the North Uist prospect (2012) in just under 1,300 m. This move towards deeper water exploration or production is not unique to this area. For example, in Europe similar patterns are evident on the Norwegian Continental Shelf, the Irish Atlantic Margin and nearby areas (e.g. Rockall Basin) and further afield (Eastern Mediterranean). Worldwide, Brazil, USA, Angola and Norway currently dominate deepwater production but new developments are expanding globally in all continents.
Background to this study and research questions
On 20 April 2010, an explosion on the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) drilling rig initiated the catastrophic release of between 4-5 million barrels, or > 700,000 tonnes (Crone and Tolstoy (2010) , Camilli et al. (2010) , McNutt et al. (2012) , Joye et al. (2016) ) of oil into the Gulf of Mexico over an 86 day period (e.g. see Cleveland, 2013) at an approximate water depth of 1,500 m. Comparable to the Ixtoc I oil spill of 1979, DWH is considered to date the largest accidental release of oil into the marine environment (see Table I in Hoffman and Jennings (2011) ).
The deeper waters west of Shetland represent the closest range of water depths to that of the DWH oil spill in the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS; those areas beyond the territorial sea over which the UK exercises sovereign rights over natural resources, not strictly speaking a continental shelf in geological terms). To put the FSC situation into context, using the figures provided by BP in the North Uist Exploration Well Environmental Statement (BP, 2011), a worst-case blowout scenario with a maximum flow rate of 75,000 barrels per day could result in the release of 860,000 tonnes of oil in the same duration of the DWH oil spill, or 1.4 million tonnes in the estimated maximum time needed to drill a relief well (140 days). However, current requirements dictate that a Capping Stack System must be on scene within days of a subsea incident. Even taking into account its actual mobilisation, deployment time and well head preparation, in the absence of unforeseen circumstances preventing its success, the likely duration of an uncontrolled release should be considerably reduced (estimated < 30 days (Oil & Gas UK, 2012) ), although this could still result in a spill of up to 300,000 tonnes and it should be noted that capping operations may not be practicable in all conditions (e.g. extreme weather). Although hydrocarbon reserves in the FSC comprise a mixture of gas condensate and oil, the latter has been found or is expected in a number of fields, ranging from light to heavy crude oil, so a major deepwater oil spill as a result of a well blow-out is possible in the area.
The DWH oil spill sparked worldwide concern about the level of preparedness in the eventuality of a prolonged uncontrolled release of oil from a deepwater installation. In response, the UK government set up an independent review of health and safety and environmental standards for the UK offshore oil and gas regime (the "Maitland Review"; https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/48252/3875-offshore-oil-gas-uk-ind-rev.pdf), which advised the then-UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC; currently the UK Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy; BEIS) to review its emergency planning guidance. Oil & Gas UK (the UK industry body) established the Oil Spill Prevention and Response Advisory Group (OSPRAG) to provide a focal point for the sector's review of the industry's practices in the UK, in advance of the conclusion of investigations into the Gulf of Mexico oil spill (OSPRAG, 2011) . OSPRAG recommended that the Oil Spill Response Forum (OSRF) of Oil & Gas UK review and promote improved oil spill modelling both at the surface and subsea. As part of its Key Recommendations (KR), OSRF recommended (KR4) "a full review of currently available spill models and their ability to provide effective transport predictions of oil and dispersed oil from subsea wellhead releases on the UK continental shelf", and (KR5) "a trial of selected predictive models using a range of scenarios and operational data in order to establish the need for improved or higher resolution hydrodynamic data to ensure that models are available to effectively predict oil and/or dispersed oil fate for future incidents" (Kirby et al., 2012) .
In the light of the above recommendations and in the absence so-far of a comprehensive review of the oil spill predictive modelling capability in the FSC, our article addresses the following research questions: 1) Are the oceanographic and meteorological conditions in the FSC sufficiently well understood and modelled to be used as forcing data for oil spill trajectory models? 2) Are the main oil spill trajectory models used for emergency planning and response in the FSC suitable for the conditions in the area? 3) Are there any relevant aspects of oil behaviours not sufficiently well represented in these models? Note that our primary concern is a DHW-type oil spill on a platform or well, not a major shipping incident. Although tanker incidents represent a much more prevalent, albeit declining, global source of oil spills (between 47-75% by volume in 1970-1999, against 10-23% in the same period; Burgherr (2007) ), shipping (including tanker) traffic density in our area is low and generally absent of large tankers (MMO, 2014) . In that sense, our circumstances are very different from those of enclosed basins such as the Baltic Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, where heavy tanker traffic and their proximity to the coastline increase the relative likelihood of oil spills due to shipping incidents and where the chance of oil reaching large sections of the coast in short timescales (Lu et al., 2012; Alves et al., 2014 Alves et al., , 2015 is higher.
The Faroe-Shetland Channel and adjacent areas
The FSC separates Shetland from the Faroe Islands, in the northeast Atlantic (Fig. 1b) . It is a deep (> 1,000 m) channel oriented in a south-westerly direction, open to the Norwegian Sea to the north (> 2,000 m depth) and separated from the North Atlantic by a sill to the south, the Wyville Thomson Ridge (WTR; max. depth ca. 600 m, min. depth 384 m), which is the eastern component of the Greenland-Scotland Ridge. The Faroe Bank Channel, on the south-western side, runs between the Faroe Islands Plateau to the north and the Faroe Bank to the south and provides the main pathway for deep water overflow from the FSC to the North Atlantic, with a maximum depth of 840 m (the deepest connection of all along the Greenland-Scotland ridge).
Circulation in the North Atlantic is largely controlled by the influence of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). The northern extension of that circulation system brings warm Atlantic water towards the western European margin. The FSC has long been known as a key region for the water exchange between the Atlantic basin and the Nordic Seas (e.g. Dooley and Meincke, 1981) . It is one of three gateways, together with the gap between Greenland and Iceland (the Denmark Strait) and that over the Iceland-Faroes Ridge, for warm saline Atlantic water to enter the Nordic Seas, where atmospheric cooling makes the water colder and denser. This water then travels back from the Nordic Seas along the ocean floor into the Atlantic, again through these three gaps. In addition to its contribution to the general oceanic thermohaline circulation (of which the AMOC is a key component), the transport of Atlantic water northward through the Rockall Trough and along the western European shelf edge moderates the climate in western coastal Europe (Lerwick, in Shetland, is situated at a similar latitude to Anchorage, in Alaska, but their average minimum winter temperature differs by ca. 14 o C).
Atlantic water enters the northern North Sea from the FSC, bringing nutrients and biota, thus playing a major role in influencing the marine ecosystem (Edwards et al., 2002) . As a result of both direct proximity and water circulation patterns, a pollution incident in the FSC or surrounding sea areas has the potential to affect not just the waters directly adjacent to it (Faroes and Scottish Northern Isles) but also a significant part of the full Scottish core marine sector, with a Gross Value Added (GVA) of £17,390 million, a turnover of £29,619 million and employing in the region of 45,300 people (2007 figures from Scotland's Marine Atlas (Baxter et al., 2011) ) and beyond.
Oil spill modelling
Trajectory Models are used to simulate the transport and fate of oil spills. Trajectory Models is the term generally used in this sector for Lagrangian Individual-Based Models (IBM; Railsback and Grimm, 2005) , where particle tracking algorithms simulate the advection and diffusion of individual particles representing, generally, a given quantity of pollutant. This is not the only approach possible; see North et al. (2011) for a discussion of the comparative advantages and disadvantages of Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches. Trajectory models are forced by metocean parameters (in the first instance, surface winds and water currents), generally output by meteorological and hydrodynamic models (HDMs), as relevant. Other forcing data such as waves will also influence advection and diffusion processes and may be included in the model. The most basic oil spill models represent oil as inert particles, while more advanced models aim to replicate "weathering", i.e. physical, chemical and even biological changes to the characteristics of the oil through time, and how these may affect its behaviour through evaporation, emulsification, sinking/sedimentation, drag, biodegradation and buoyancy changes, etc. The aim of this article is not to present an in-depth review of all available oil spill models but to provide a brief introduction of those commercial and non-commercial models more widely used by industry and academia (in the wider sense, including also government-funded research institutes) in our area of interest, the FSC and surrounding waters, and identify knowledge gaps and ideas for useful future developments.
Oceanography and metocean conditions
Basin-and wider-scale processes
Regular oceanographic measurements in the FSC were initiated in 1893 and continue to date with few gaps in the series. The hydrographic monitoring lines across the channel and other observations carried out by Scottish, Faroese and Norwegian scientists several times per year (Fig.  1a) are the present-day realisation of this historic long time series. From the early 1990's, monitoring arrays of profiling current meters (Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers, ADCP) were established to study the long-term trend and variability in the inflows and outflows to/from the Nordic Seas. Other technologies have been deployed to supplement oceanographic observations in the area, such as drifters, gliders (autonomous underwater vehicles, AUV) and High Frequency Radar (the Brahan project; http://www.thebrahanproject.com), as well as the incorporation of satellitebased measurements (e.g. sea surface temperature and sea surface height).
The far-field forcing of the FSC oceanographic processes is driven by the far field effect of the overturning and gyre circulation of the Atlantic, the large scale north-south density gradient (warmer, less dense water to the south), large scale sea level difference between the Atlantic and Nordic Seas, and wind stress both locally within the channel and further out in the Atlantic. The general residual circulation pattern in the FSC ( Fig.2 ; Turrell et al., 1999) is very complex. Two Atlantic water masses are present on the surface: the Slope Current transports North Atlantic Water (NAW), along the western European shelf edge into the channel, while Modified North Atlantic Water (MNAW) originates further west in the Atlantic, crosses the Iceland Faroes Ridge and then turns south into the FSC before re-circulating north. The Modified East Icelandic Water (MEIW) is an intermediate water mass that originates to the east of Iceland. A proportion of that water mass also re-circulates within the FSC and flows north, while some joins the overflow through the Faroe Bank Channel. Below, another intermediate water mass, the Norwegian Sea Arctic Intermediate Water (NSAIW), and the deepest water mass, the Norwegian Sea Deep Water (NSDW), enter the channel from the Norwegian Sea and overflow primarily through the Faroe Bank Channel (Hansen and Østerhus., 2007) , although a small quantity flows over the WTR (Sherwin et al., 2008) . This distribution of water masses ( Fig. 3 ; Berx et al. 2013 ) results in a permanently stratified water column with sharp vertical density gradients. Direct (ADCP) and indirect (satellite altimetry) estimates of transport in the FSC show no long-term trends for a net transport of approximately 0.4 10 6 m 3 s -1 towards the north: the balance between 2.7 10 6 m 3 s -1 of Atlantic water mass going north and 2.3 10 6 m 3 s -1 of polar water mass net transport south (Hansen and Østerhus (2007) , Berx et al. (2013) ). However, the seasonal amplitude of the Atlantic water inflow is around 0.7-0.9 10 6 m 3 s -1
, or ca. 25% of the net transport, which is maximum in winter and minimum in summer (Berx et al., 2013) .
Meso-scale processes (I) -internal tide and internal mixing
Three tidal constituents tend to dominate the northwest European continental shelf, of which the principal lunar semi-diurnal (M 2 ) tide is the biggest (Cartwright et al., 1980) . The principal solar semi-diurnal (S 2 with a period of 12.00 hours), and thirdly the larger lunar elliptic semi-diurnal (N 2 ) with a period of 12.66 hours are the other significant tidal constituents. Gould (1984) observed barotropic M 2 tidal currents of 27.8 cm s -1 with the tidal ellipse directed towards 57° at the southern end of the WTR, with S 2 and N 2 measuring 9.9 and 5.4 cm s -1 respectively. The tidal semi-major axis is therefore approximately perpendicular to the orientation of the WTR. Larsen et al. (2000) found M 2 to be the most significant tidal constituent in the region of the Faroe Plateau. A three dimensional model of the major tidal constituents in the FSC was constructed by Davies et al. (2001) . This model included diurnal components O 1 (principal lunar diurnal) and K 1 (lunisolar diurnal). In general, then, tidal current magnitudes in the region are typically 30 cm s -1 (Mauritzen et al., 2005) .
As described above, the hydrography within the FSC and across the WTR is characterised by sheared mean flow and permanent stratification. There is a strong permanent thermocline at around 600 m on the Shetland (eastern) side and weaker on the Faroese (western) side of the channel. Vertical excursions of the deep thermocline were first noted by Knudsen (1911) and exceeded 100 m in magnitude. Clear periodicity was observed in the vertical motion of the pycnocline, with primarily semidiurnal (M 2 ) but some diurnal influence. The steep topography of the ridge obstructs the major axis of the northeast Atlantic barotropic tidal Kelvin wave travelling north and results in the vertical displacement of water, generating internal waves at tidal frequency (an internal tide), as described by Knudsen (1911) and, more recently by Sherwin (1991) , as the water aims to return to a state of equilibrium. Studies involving the internal tide in the Faroese channels have tended to focus primarily on the northern section of the FSC. A deep internal tide observed and analysed in the FSC by Sherwin (1991) was found to be consistent with generation at the M 2 frequency from the WTR. Later observations in the FSC using a microstructure shear profiler revealed patchy elevated mixing levels in the permanent deep thermocline resulting from breaking of high wavenumber internal waves (Hosegood et al., 2005) . Internal wave observations made on the west Shetland slope of the FSC (Hall et al., 2011) using moored thermistors, moored ADCPs and profiling ADCP/CTD systems revealed a semidiurnal internal tide and nonlinear wave trains at the sea bed. Associated modelling work suggested a very strong external to internal tide energy flux (10 kW), again, from the northern slope of the WTR.
The picture revealed, then, is one of intense near bed currents and shearing caused by the internal tide. The internal tide waves generated at the WTR propagate away from the source and their large amplitude (up to 100 m) can be observed in temperature and current profiles (Fig. 4a) . These internal waves can break as they interact with the steep (super-critical) channel slopes, generating areas of very high turbulent energy dissipation rates, energetic enough to re-suspend sediments ( Fig. 4b) (Hosegood et al., 2004) , an aspect of particular relevance to oil spills (see Section 5) if they have made contact with and been entrained into sediments. To make prediction of currents even more difficult, internal tides may interact with longer period processes such as eddies (see 2.3, below) and trapped low frequency waves.
Meso-scale processes (II) -meanders, filaments and eddies
From past studies of meso-scale processes in the FSC (e.g. Sherwin et al., 1999) the area is known as a region of high mesoscale variability (> 300 cm 2 s -1 at the surface; Sherwin et al., 2006 ), which appears to mix MNAW and NAW before they enter the Nordic Seas. Anti-cyclonic meanders of the front between these two water masses stretch to 80 km across the channel and have velocities of up to 0.7 to 0.9 m s -1 (Sherwin et al., 1999; Sherwin et al., 2006) . They can be observed in satellite images (ocean colour (Fig. 5) and altimeter data), drifter trajectories and measurements of velocity and water properties (temperature and salinity). These meanders grow at two preferred locations in the channel (Sherwin et al., 2006) and do not seem to propagate, probably because their group velocity is effectively zero due to the underlying southward flowing deep water. Their growth time is of the order of a few days to one week and they appear to have a limiting size, below which they may disintegrate into mesoscale eddies. Evidence from altimetry indicates that eddy kinetic energy intensity varies temporally, as well as spatially, at various scales; it generally reaches a minimum in the autumn and at times of high NAO (Chafik, 2012) .
The wave and wind fields
The prevailing winds in the FSC are from the south-west. This, combined with the warming influence of the slope current and North Atlantic Current, which bring NAW into the region, gives the FSC a relatively warm maritime climate. In addition, the climate in this area is influenced by two semi-permanent weather systems: low and high pressure systems over Iceland and the Azores, respectively (Department of Trade and Industry, 2003) . This leads to a variable weather pattern in the FSC with variable wind speeds and directions. The wave climate of the region is dominated by waves from the south-west, due to the large south-westerly fetch enabling waves originating in the North Atlantic to propagate into the FSC.
In order to investigate more quantitatively the typical wind and wave climate of the region, 30 years of modelled winds and waves data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) archive were downloaded. Modelled data from the region 10°W -0°W and 57°N -65°N were extracted at 12 hour intervals over the time period of 1980 -2009. The horizontal resolution of the grid used was 0.25° x 0.25° (longitude x latitude). The parameters examined were: (i) east-west (U) and north-south (V) components of wind velocity at 10 m above mean sea level, (ii) significant height of combined wind and swell waves, (iii) mean wave period, and (iv) mean wave direction. Monthly mean averages were taken over the 30 year period, and then a 30 year mean was calculated for each month in the year to produce a monthly mean climatology for the area. The climatological wave field does not vary significantly across the region, with a slight reduction in wave height and period east of Faroe extending into the FSC. There is less spatial variation in the climatological wind field, which varies little across the region. In order to investigate the temporal variation in more detail, data from the model grid point closest to the 400 m deep hydrographic station at the east end on the Fair Isle -Munken (FIM, Fig. 1 ) oceanographic monitoring section (60° 20' N, 04° 10' W) were examined in detail. . Figure 6 also shows some annual variation in wind direction, with prevailing winds occasionally from the west and north-west throughout the year, with the greatest variability outside the winter months. The greatest variability in wind direction is observed in May, with winds from the north-east not uncommon. Figure 7 shows the results from the significant wave height climatology of combined wind and swell waves at the same location. Throughout the year, the wave field is nearly always dominated by waves from the south-west quarter, with the highest monthly mean (6 m) and monthly maximum (up to 12.5 m) significant wave heights occurring in January. During the summer months, the typical monthly mean significant wave height is 1 -3 m, with rare extremes of up to 9 m within the time series analysed. The wave period climatology analysis shows that the largest monthly mean wave periods (10.0 -11.5 s) mostly occur during the winter months (Dec. -Feb.), although they can also occur during March, October and November. Typically, during the summer the wave periods are in the range 6 -9 s.
Knowledge gaps and future directions
Relevant oceanographic processes that require further investigation include horizontal dispersion, bathymetric controlled processes and interactions with the sea bed (including overflow over ridges), intermittent turbulence (particularly regarding how it can affect the initial dilution and dispersion of an oil spill close to its source) and ocean-shelf exchanges.
The degree of predictability of the processes under consideration needs to be quantified better to be able to incorporate them into models. Our understanding of the chaotic nature of the system is still relatively basic (small changes in the initial state result in big variations in outcome). Additional research is required to characterise the interactions between different processes, e.g. between the deep channel circulation and currents generated by internal tides interacting with surface currents. Specifically, the scale of these processes in oil exploration/production areas needs to be described adequately but also on a much wider geographical scale because an oil spill could quickly extend beyond these areas (see Section 4.1), covering both oceanic and coastal zones. Much of the above applies mainly to a sub-surface oil plume. Once oil reaches the sea surface, wind plays a dominant part (see below), although the mesoscale variability of surface currents in the FSC will complicate the picture.
From a practical point of view, we need good resolution, high-quality bathymetry for understanding and modelling the oceanography of the area. Another requirement, for emergency response planning purposes, is a sufficiently long time series of wind fields to capture the significant climatic scale variability that would affect oil spill trajectories, although Section 2.4 above provides a preliminary analysis. Detailed real-time wind data and accurate forecasts are critical for surface spill monitoring in an emergency response situation in order to be able to deploy the relevant resources in the right areas, warn potentially affected parties, etc. and winds are generally difficult to forecast at the scale of the movement of an oil spill. However, given the considerable distance between deepwater prospects in the FSC and adjacent shorelines, there is reasonable scope for using observational data to validate oil trajectory forecasts and direct the response effort. Wind patterns in the open waters of the FSC are less likely to be significantly complicated by processes such as orographic steering than in more enclosed basins like the Baltic or Mediterranean seas, where beaching can also take place in a much shorter timescale, but the validity of wind forecasts in our focus area has not yet been comprehensively evaluated, to our knowledge. We also need a good understanding of seasonal variability in metocean data -winter data are relatively scarce in the FSCso there is a role for new technologies (e.g. from gliders and other autonomous vehicles), complementing manned observation platforms, to acquire winter data throughout the water column. In practical terms, SST and altimetry are useful remote sensing products but additional remote sensing tools can be used to study the oceanography of the area. Surface sensing from satellites or radar is invaluable and must be used, as well as ferryboxes (carrying a range of sensors, including vessel-mounted ADCP) on ships of opportunity but, to assess how these surface observations represent conditions throughout the water column, we need full water column observations (from ships, moorings and AUVs) with high temporal and spatial resolution. Such survey effort needs to be carried out in collaboration between all stakeholders with an interest in the area, i.e. the research community and industry sharing data and resources in collaborative projects such as SERPENT (http://www.serpentproject.com), which uses oil and gas downtime and opportunistic Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) observations to gather scientific environmental data. Real-time observations are required for data assimilation in models, and this is another potential area for collaboration with industry (e.g. locating instruments and sensors in offshore oil and gas infrastructure).
Hydrodynamic modelling
General model availability covering the FSC
Oil spill models need to be forced with ocean current data. In tidally dominated regimes, gridded harmonics data can be used to reconstruct a representation of the total current and, in other regions or for contingency planning purposes, climatological currents could be used. However, as the effects of the actual meteorological conditions are missing in both approaches, this may lead to significant discrepancies if trying to model specific events, especially in circumstances of extreme weather. Operational hydrodynamic model (HDM) data are therefore required to provide currents forcing for oil spill models when used for emergency response, although there are emerging alternatives for short-term predictions (e.g. Abascal et al., 2009; and new advances in trajectory modelling using aspects of chaos theory can detect earlier where major changes will occur in the surface expression of an oil spill and identify areas where an oil spill is unlikely to reach (Olascoaga and Haller, 2012, Allshouse et al., 2017) . HDM data can also be used to characterise the density structure of the water column, where required (in all but the most basic models), and for some biological processes, where other factors such as salinity and temperature are also important. As we noted above, in relation to oil spill modelling, OSRF recommended "to establish the need for improved or higher resolution hydrodynamic data" (Kirby et al., 2012) . In response to the DWH oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, the US accelerated the development of systems for provision of HDM model products, with evaluation of metrics of relevance to oil spill response demonstrating the potential value of HDMs (Zaron et al., 2015) .
Although our focus area is the FSC and its adjacent waters, given the time it may potentially take to stop the flow of oil (as was the case in the DWH oil spill), and the potential persistence and coverage of an oil spill in the marine environment (see section on long-term simulations below), this requires a considerably wider spatial domain of the selected HDM for simulations beyond the shortterm response. In this article, we will consider regional and basin scale but not global scale HDMs.
Most models can be run in reanalysis or hindcast mode to produce historical time series and climatologies. Both are useful for planning/preparedness and to analyse historic incidents. However, to be useful for emergency response (particularly beyond the immediate short-term aftermath of an incident) models need to be run in real-time operational mode, including forecasts. Basin scale operational models have currently achieved very reasonable resolutions (of the order of tens of kilometres) and make use of advanced data assimilation schemes but they often do not incorporate tidal processes and their vertical co-ordinate systems are often less than ideal to deal with the steep bathymetry gradients observed beyond the open ocean (such as on the shelf break, continental shelf and coastal areas). This is important for resolving adequately vertical currents and other processes contributing to vertical velocities (e.g. internal waves). When combined with oil droplet vertical rise velocity, these will determine the height of any subsequent midwater plume and the timing and location of a surface slick, which can also impact on the safety exclusion zone for responders. Overall, it is clear that basin scale model resolution is generally too coarse to resolve adequately or at all the important meso-and finer-scale features that characterise oceanographically complex areas such as the FSC. Basin scale models, however, are critical providers of boundary conditions for regional scale operational models. A list of basin scale models that incorporate our area of interest is provided in Table 1 . Regional scale operational HDMs are generally eddy-resolving and have a more appropriate resolution but they often have more limited data assimilation capabilities, although a number of groups are now significantly advancing data assimilation capability in these systems (e.g. Zijl et al., 2015; Kourafalou et al., 2015) and, over the coming few years, this disparity will be significantly reduced. Careful analysis of model results and their validation against observations show that the choice of model should take into consideration whether all relevant processes are included (tides, topographic interactions, internal waves, etc.), the model's data assimilation scheme and its operational forecast cycle and robustness. However, some aspects of model validation which may be of particular interest in our focus area (e.g. validation against deep currents) are generally less established.
Model development and operational implementation in the UK
The Met Office is responsible for the main UK operational regional HDM service provision that covers the FSC area, using the Forecasting Ocean Assimilation Model (FOAM) Atlantic Margin Model (AMM7, 7 km horizontal resolution, and terrain-following vertical co-ordinates; The National Oceanography Centre, often in collaboration with the Met Office, have developed a suite of regional models of varying resolution covering the area of interest, which include POLCOMS: AMM 12 km and HRCS 1.8 km (Holt and Proctor, 2008); and NEMO: AMM 7 (O'Neill et al., 2012) and NNA 1/12°. These are not run operationally by NOC but realistic or idealised forcing is applied for meteorological forcing, tides, open ocean boundary and freshwater input (rivers), and can be coupled with other models such as wave and ecosystem models. The models are validated against hydrographic (e.g. conductivity, temperature and depth, CTD) and drifter data, and are also used to produce long-term climatologies (e.g. 45 years, Holt et al. (2009) ). Experiments are carried out to investigate the effect of model formulations, such as for example the examination of the effect of atmosphere-ocean communication frequency or the spatial resolution of atmospheric forcing on significant wave height for the Irish Sea (IRS 1.8km) implementation of the POLCOMS model. Bricheno et al., (2013) demonstrated the importance of sufficient temporal and spatial resolution e.g. to accurately represent storms and their effect on the sea state.
In general, the UK operational modelling system has been subject to extensive validation, which indicates that the different resolution models capture the main observed mesoscale ocean circulation features with some improvement demonstrated in the case of the higher resolution versions and display a satisfactory level of skill within their forecast windows (Storkey et al., 2010) . However, much of the validation effort has focused on surface features, where data are more abundant and readily available at the relevant timescales. It is considerably more uncertain whether current operational models can replicate and forecast the complex three-dimensional circulation in the FSC at the appropriate resolution to force oil spill models accurately enough in an emergency response situation. Also, beyond the open ocean, finer resolution models are required in order to determine, for example, where the oil is forecasted to beach on the shoreline. MSS has a fine resolution Finite Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM) implementation covering Scottish shelf and inshore waters (the "Scottish Shelf Model"; Wolf et al. (2016) ) but this model has not yet operational forecasting capability.
Model development and implementation in Norway
The Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET Norway) also runs operational models that cover the FSC area (Fig. 1b) . These models constitute a nested model system with data assimilation based on the Regional Ocean Modelling System (ROMS), consisting of the Arctic20 (20 km horizontal resolution), Nordic4 (4 km) and NorKyst800 (800 m; note that this model does not cover the FSC) models, forced by an operational atmospheric forecasting system (the high resolution HARMONIE 2.5, with a domain that covers only part of the FSC, and the bigger-domain, coarser-resolution HIRLAM 8). Waves forecasting is also provided by implementing the WAM 10 model (down to 10 km resolution) and it includes Stokes drift. Finer resolution configurations are available for areas closer to the Norwegian coast. As in the case of UK operational models, these models have been comprehensively validated. However, in both cases the focus of the validation tends to be on surface processes so the ability of the models to capture the necessary detail required for deepwater oil spill response is questionable.
Small-scale processes
Even though hydrostatic models can still capture the general characteristics of mesoscale processes such as internal tides in the area (e.g. a POM implementation by Hall et al. (2011) ), nonhydrostatic models are needed to re-create properly the relevant smaller scale processes observed in the FSC, such as Ekman drainage in bottom boundary layers, intense wave breaking along the sloping bottom boundary and wave-induced mixing. As part of the NERC-funded FASTNEt project (http://www.bodc.ac.uk/projects/uk/fastnet/project_overview/) University of Plymouth researchers set up and run the MITgcm model at fine resolution (50 m horizontal resolution and 5 m vertical layers in top 40 m, 10 m below) and used observational data collected over two cruises on the southwest European Atlantic shelf and shelf edge. Model results (Vlasenko et al., 2014) showed a good agreement with dye patch and drifter deployments, and other data sources (moorings, gliders) (Fig. 8) . The lessons from that exercise were that it was important to set correct and well justified initial and boundary conditions for the model, as well as the accurate setting of tidal forcing. Model resolution (horizontal and vertical) was critical to minimise numerical diffusion. Even at fine resolution, it was important to parameterise sub-grid mixing adequately.
Non-hydrostatic modelling is not feasible for operational applications but it can be very useful to evaluate and improve the performance of operational models. As was seen during the DWH oil spill, oceanographic sampling to obtain quality temperature and salinity profiles was critical in improving the ocean model forecasts of the subsurface currents. Hence, this need should be included in response planning for a potential deepwater oil release.
Knowledge gaps and future directions
Many of the individual relevant processes are being currently modelled separately so there is a need for incorporating all relevant processes (e.g. bathymetric effects, waves) into a single HDM, although this may not be critical for purely oil spill emergency response situations, where decisionmaking at different scales can be informed by separate modelling of the relevant processes. In general, we need to be able to assess the time and length scales that any particular model can replicate accurately.
Any increase in model resolution should be accompanied by availability of observational data at the same (or finer) resolution (including 3-D currents), which is a challenge at sufficient spatio-temporal resolution in relatively remote areas of complex circulation, particularly using more traditional methods such as ship-borne observations. The three-dimensional aspect is particularly relevant for oil spill applications because oil particles will have their own vertical velocities depending on the local density, which need to be superimposed on the vertical velocities output by the models, while vertical velocity calibration/validation in HDMs tends to be somewhat neglected relative to horizontal velocities. Relatively new (e.g. autonomous) and remote sensing technologies should enhance in-situ data acquisition capabilities, while data types could be prioritised based on knowledge gaps and model sensitivity studies, to achieve best value per unit effort. Benchmark datasets (standard forcing and validation data) would be very useful for assessing model skill. It is also important to assess the relative value of increased resolution against its cost (e.g. in terms of data or computing requirements).
At present there is relatively little choice of operational circulation models in the area of interest and model selection by users is suspected to be largely a function of cost and, most probably, model availability and/or accessibility. An open and inclusive (i.e. beyond just academic/peer reviewed) comprehensive review/assessment of available circulation models in the area as input for oil spill models has not yet been carried out and would be very useful. Such a review should include which sub-grid scale physical processes are incorporated into each model and how. The review needs to be region-specific (in this case for the FSC and adjacent waters), as different models are likely to perform differently in different areas, and to consider model skill throughout deep (oceanic) waters, shelf edge and coastal areas. The review should focus on whether the models capture the oceanographic complexity of the area, as described in Sections 2.1 -2.3. The outcomes of this review need to be communicated and explained to users of HDM data for oil spill modelling, and the latter need to specify their needs to HDM modellers so that oceanographic models provide the relevant forcing data to oil spill models; in other words, what is the sensitivity of oil spill models to hydrodynamic forcing? Notwithstanding that different HDMs require different forcing data, standardisation of model inputs and outputs (e.g. by using NetCDF CF Conventions) is now common and is important to facilitate inter-model comparisons and the wider exchange of forcing data and model output. The concept of interoperability, which includes but goes beyond standardisation, is captured in the Common Operating Picture concept referred to in section 4.3. Model ensemble runs should be used more widely to quantify uncertainty, both multi-model ensembles (different models using the same forcing data) and single-model ensemble runs with parameter perturbation (one model with forcing data variability). New HDMs should incorporate high quality real-time data assimilation capability, including "local" assimilation e.g. in areas where a spill is present, from a wide range of sources e.g. satellite and radar remote sensing, AUVs and ideally moored instruments transmitting data in nearreal time. Real time (or near-real time) data assimilation is important to improve model skill, as shown in the DWH oil spill (Zaron et al., 2015) so having in place the appropriate mechanisms to acquire and assimilate relevant data in advance of any emergency situation is highly desirable. To that effect, and to compile comprehensive hindcast datasets, government scientists, academia and industry need to interact more closely and explore the possibility to work collaboratively. In the context of emergency planning, HDM output datasets have been acquired by industry (e.g. in the USA and UK). In the UK, Oil & Gas UK acquired for its members in 2014 daily flowfields from HYCOM (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) and FOAM AMM7 (2011-2014, plus hourly tides, with accompanying wind data) for the UKCS. There is also a lot of industry-owned data (e.g. ADCP), which would be invaluable to validate the models.
In practical terms, access to a suitable national or European instrument pool, accurately inventoried, in the case of an oil spill would be desirable for providing data for model assimilation or validation, in addition to monitoring the effectiveness of the response (SMART workgroup, 2006) or assessing the post-incident environmental or socio-economic impact (Law et al., 2011) . Such initiative has already been actioned by the UK industry body Oil & Gas UK. Industry support would also be welcome when scientists put forward to their funding bodies the case for further circulation model development. Although operational modelling (daily forecast cycle and longer range forecasts) is very important in an emergency response situation, it must be noted that a considerable body of observational evidence is generally required for forecasting operationally and this may not be always feasible or necessary for other applications, such as planning, where a statistical modelling approach may suffice, although it still needs to be based on a good understanding of the relevant processes. Model hindcasts and statistical approaches are also relevant not just for model evaluation purposes but also for more direct industry applications such as emergency planning and preparedness, where they are extensively used, and can even be used for actual emergency response, as it was the case in the DWH oil spill (Barker, 2011) .
Oil trajectory modelling
As stated above, our objective is not to provide a comprehensive review of commercial and non-commercial oil spill models but to present a brief overview of the main models used in our focus area and adjacent waters.
Non-commercial particle tracking schemes and oil spill models
Research organisations (academic institutions, publicly funded research institutes, etc.) are often reluctant to use commercial oil spill modelling software. Cost may play an important part, as there are generally significant costs associated with commercial packages. Although some organisations provide free research licences for collaborative work, the general lack of accessibility to the underlying code for review and/or modification, and other issues such as the proprietary nature of oil chemistry data restrict their usefulness as research and development tools. As a result, many such organisations opt for in-house solutions or open source software.
Particle tracking algorithms are fairly standard modules, compatible with or part of most regional or larger scale HDM systems. For example, output from the NEMO model can be used offline to simulate the transport of neutrally buoyant particles with the ARIANE algorithm (Blanke and Raynaud, 1997) and thus be applied to study current flows in the model either forward or backward in time. A series of experiments with NEMO v3.2 (1/12° horizontal resolution) five dayaveraged ocean velocity fields were carried out to investigate temporal patterns in pathways and potential extent of basin scale transport of dissolved or neutrally-buoyant subsurface oil plumes originating from a release in the FSC (Main et al., 2017) . Resulting trajectories were decayed in relation to model ambient temperatures to simulate biological degradation of oil in the simulated plumes, terminating their progress when particles reached (an arbitrary) 10% of their initial 'whole' state. Drift trajectories of undecayed particles allowed to drift for a whole year showed that they could cross the north Atlantic towards Greenland and most of the Norwegian coast, all the way to Spitzbergen. When biological decay was considered, the trajectory lengths of particles were greatly reduced (Fig. 9 ) but could be traced to within 200 m of the seabed (and therefore theoretically result in fallout of oil from the simulated plumes) over large geographical areas of the FSC, west into the Iceland basin (mainly for deeper releases) and along the shelf edge break in the Norwegian Sea (for shallower releases). Of course, the representation of oil decay in the simulations only crudely reflected actual biological degradation processes, and ignored the chemical and physical processes that would also be expected to influence or limit the persistence of sub-surface oil plumes. It did not consider, either, the threshold sensitivity to end receptors such as habitats and species. Although these simulations were not intended as a realistic representation of the fate of an oil spill, the results demonstrated the degree of potential connectivity at the basin scale and provided useful insights into other aspects such as the effect of plume depth and temporal variability (particularly interannual, over the 16 year period, 1994 -2009 for which the experiments were run).
MET Norway can also carry out oil spill simulations (Jones et al., 2016) using the output of their coupled operational model system and an open source drift model (OpenDrift; https://github.com/OpenDrift/opendrift). Some of the simulations have been validated against drifters specially designed to mimic the drift characteristics of oil ( Fig. 10) and showed a better correlation between the drifters and simulations when using the output of the finer resolution HDMs (unpublished data).
MSS use standard output from FOAM AMM7 (accessed via the CMEMS portal) and wind forecast data from NOAA's (the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) National Weather Service Wave Watch III model as standard forcing data for the General NOAA Operational Modelling Environment (GNOME v.1.3.9, the latest supported general release version at the time of this article) oil spill model, which is only able to simulate surface spills.
The North-west shelf Operational Oceanographic System (NOOS; http://noos.eurogoos.eu/), a group of 24 institutes from the 9 countries bordering the Greater North Sea that is part of the European Global Ocean Observing System (Euro-GOOS), has a Working Group on Drift where 11 oil spill models (8 "in house", 3 commercial) are operated by 10 member institutes. Most of these models simulate the oil spill advection and diffusion in three dimensions under the influence of the currents, wind, waves and turbulent mixing. They also compute oil weathering, oil entrainment in the water column and oil resurfacing. Although not specifically focused on deep sea applications or our focal area west of Shetland, the working group is a central point for collaboration initiatives to improve drift model forecast accuracy. The use of so many different models, each with different mathematical and numerical formulations, physico-chemical parameterizations, oil databases, metocean forcing and operational constraints, provides a useful stage for model validation (against incidents or other observational data such as drifters) and inter-model comparisons, exchanging ideas on latest developments and identifying future challenges.
Commercial oil spill models
As well as non-commercial models, commercial oil spill models have been available for a long time and various reviews and inter-comparison exercises have been published (Reed et al., 1999; Socolofsky et al., 2015) . Over time, commercial oil spill models develop to incorporate new knowledge, new models become available and others are discontinued.
Up to recently, the Oil Spill Information System (OSIS), developed by BMT ARGOSS (Leech et al., 1993) had been the model of choice by UK governmental primary responders (the Maritime and Coastguard Agency, MCA). This commercial oil spill model has been used extensively worldwide and particularly within the UK continental shelf and has historically been widely accepted by the UK regulator (at the time, the Department for Energy and Climate Change, DECC). The model is no longer being developed or marketed by BMT ARGOSS and, although it continues to be used in consultancy work, it has been clearly superseded by the models briefly described below, so we are only describing it here to illustrate a change in the preferred commercial oil spill modelling software over a relatively short timescale. OSIS was built upon over 25 years' laboratory and real-life incident data. Spill advection is forced by currents, waves and wind effects. Diffusive processes (vertical and horizontal) are parameterised as a function of environmental parameters and stochastic random walk effects. OSIS also accounts for a number of oil weathering processes (evaporation, spreading, natural dispersion, emulsification and beaching). Like most oil spill models, OSIS can be used for what is termed "deterministic" (specified set of weather conditions, e.g. constant wind speed from a given direction) and "stochastic" simulations (when a wind rose or wind time series is used to produce a probabilistic output). Although the archived output of deterministic simulations can be useful in immediate oil spill response, these are generally only used for that purpose until access to model forecasts becomes available. Among its perceived advantages, OSIS is quick to run and simple to use. However, OSIS cannot model sub-surface releases and there is no subsurface weathering or water column entrainment, which make its applicability in the deep waters of the FSC limited. The model uses a fairly simplistic currents database and suffers from some technical limitations (model run duration limited by temporary run file sizes).
The Oil Spill Contingency and Response (OSCAR) model (developed by SINTEF; Reed et al., 1995; Price et al., 2006) , which is part of the Marine Environmental Modelling Workbench (MEMW), simulates the 3-dimensional advection, dispersion and weathering of oil. Oil transport is forced by currents, wind, waves, diffusion and buoyancy forces. The characteristics of the oil change with time as a result of weathering and physical processes such as evaporation, emulsification and natural dispersion of its constituent hydrocarbons. These processes are modelled by accounting for the different chemical properties of more than 25 hydrocarbon component groups. Biotransformation is simulated using 1 st order kinetics (Brakstad et al., 2015a) and microbial community succession during biotransformation (Brakstad et al. 2015b) . Intervention measures such as mechanical recovery or the use of dispersants (sub-surface as well as on the surface) can also be simulated by the model (Johansen et al., 2013; 2015) , as well as downstream effects such as biological effects (the latter modelled by DREAM, the Dose-related Risk and Effects Assessment Model component of MEMW). OSCAR is currently widely used by the offshore oil and gas industry and regulators. Some areas of active research towards the future development of the model, of relevance to FSC conditions, are oil-sediments interactions, oil-waves interactions, long term weathering of oil and biological impacts. Other areas such as data assimilation, the quantification of uncertainty and model sensitivity within the modelling system are of general interest to the development of most oil spill models.
OILMAP (developed by RPS ASA; Spaulding et al., 1992; RPS, 2016) is another major commercial oil spill model widely used by the industry, although to the best of our knowledge it does not appear to be so widely used in the countries that border our focus area. However, it is used by some major operators and the UK MCA have adopted OILMAP as the replacement oil spill model for OSIS as part of their emergency response toolkit. Within the OILMAP suite of modules, OILMAPDeep is a deepwater blowout model that simulates the near-field behaviour of the oil. OILMAP is part of the Integrated Oil Spill Impact Model System (SIMAP). This suite of models can simulate the subsequent (far-field) fate of the spill and other downstream processes such as biological/environmental effects. OILMAP also incorporates weathering and intervention effects, including dispersant application on the surface and sub-surface.
Knowledge gaps and future directions
A few technical issues under consideration in oil spill modelling include wave data and wave parameterisations within oil spill models (e.g. breaking waves and whitecaps affecting the breakdown of oil droplets), the incorporation of freshwater effects (where relevant, such as in coastal areas), the fate and effect of dispersants (including subsurface applications) and oil/dispersant interactions, the need for a correct understanding of how the properties of oil may change in response to different conditions (in the field and not just in the laboratory) and how this aspect can be adequately incorporated into the models. Although weathering studies to incorporate these processes in models (e.g. NOAA's ADIOS or SINTEF'S OWM) have been carried out in the past, this is still a highly active area of research. In particular, the effect of chemical dispersants has received considerable attention since sub-surface application at the wellhead was carried out operationally for the first time during the DWH oil spill (Atlas and Hazen, 2011) .
Forcing data (e.g. from HDM output) can be difficult to acquire, extract and reformat for input into the spill models. Hence, high quality and user friendly data tools need to be developed; although most oil spill models will nowadays read standard HDM output formats (such as netCDF), some are more efficient with their proprietary formats and the extraction of the relevant spatial and temporal subsets from what are often large output datasets can still be challenging. We should aim towards standard model inputs and outputs (when modelling both as part of the regulatory process and in emergency response situations), both in terms of parameters and formats. Standardisation would facilitate the use of different models best suited to specific circumstances, as well as intermodel comparisons, although for the latter this may not be sufficient as different models may not be able to use exactly the same initial conditions (see Socolofsky et al., 2015) . Data need to be made more openly available from industry, particularly during a real incident, although there may be difficulties arising from liability issues. It would also be very useful for academic/governmental model developers to have more ready standard access to industry data for improving and validating models, although we acknowledge that access to proprietary data (e.g. oil composition data) is highly problematic. There is a need for greater scenario testing, e.g. experimenting with different well depths, release pressures, testing the effect of very low temperatures (as in the bottom of FSC), etc.; a lot of the work done on these topics has struggled to reach the scientific literature, although circumstances have started to change since the DWH oil spill, which had an extensive output in the peer-reviewed literature. Models need to be carefully calibrated and, in order to achieve this, more data are required, including current profiles and other oceanographic parameters, as well as data from tracer experiments, drifters and actual past oil spills. A practical exercise like an artificial oil spill (or tracer experiment as a less realistic alternative) would be useful, both to test observational monitoring effectiveness and the models' forecasting skill. A similar exercise was carried out in Norway in 2000 (DeepSpill; Johansen et al., 2001 ) but the oceanographic conditions of the area were different, which would have an effect on the behaviour of the spill (including critical aspects such as the formation of gas hydrates). In addition, both observational and modelling technologies have advanced considerably since that experiment was carried out. Nevertheless, a robust methodology for testing model output against actual oil releases is still needed, as hindcasting real events is generally very useful for model validation.
In reality, although there are many oil spill models available, increased choice and competition should stimulate further modelling advances. Therefore, the development of new models is desirable in principle, as well as the enhancement of existing ones. Although more direct involvement of the active academic community is useful, it is important that models are capable of effective operational output, in addition to research applications. More specifically to our area of interest, we have seen that the FSC is a very complex area. Although it is likely that the main limitation of oil spill modelling in the area is the adequateness of HDM forcing, there is a need to focus on oil model evaluation for specific areas, similarly to what is required for HDMs. A tracer (see Ledwell et al. (2016) in the Gulf of Mexico) or experimental spill experiment like the one mentioned above may provide a useful test dataset to that effect, while acknowledging that a chemical tracer other than oil will not test all relevant components of an oil spill model, as e.g. it will not behave, evolve or be subject to intervention measures in the same way as an oil spill. Also, it must be remembered that the suitability of a model is highly dependent on the specific application (e.g. planning, response or damage assessment/restoration; see Section 6).
Irrespective of the application, to fully assess the performance of different models, model sensitivity to input parameters and model formulations needs to be critically evaluated, a task that may be difficult in the case of commercial models where such information may not be in the public domain, even though this is becoming increasingly available in the peer-reviewed literature. Model uncertainty needs to be quantified; this is a combination of uncertainty in the input parameters and model uncertainty. Therefore, practically, we need to move towards ensemble modelling for planning and response as standard, using parameter perturbation (multiple runs of the same model using a range of parameters, forcing data, etc.) and/or running a suite of different spill models with the same forcing (MacFayden et al., 2011) . As in the case of operational HDMs, the input or assimilation of real-time observational data is useful to improve the forecasting accuracy of oil spill models There needs to be a more structured and systematic approach to how models can be incorporated into the emergency response and licensing frameworks. The concept of a "Common Operating Picture (COP)", an interoperable architecture with standardised interfaces to facilitate data sharing during incident response, is becoming widespread within industry and responders (IPIECA-IOGP, 2015) , and it is important that modelling tools are well integrated into this COP. Within a COP, all relevant data become readily available to those who need them in an understandable and user-friendly format, and models, observations, and relevant and up-to-date (environmental, socio-economic, etc.) sensitivity maps are seamlessly integrated into a shared architecture to provide emergency responders with a comprehensive assessment of the present situation and appropriate forecast scenarios. Relevant data layers exist in our focus area, for example in the Marine Scotland Information portal (http://marine.gov.scot/), which also include interactive web maps available through the National Marine Plan interactive (NMPi; http://marine.gov.scot/maps/nmpi) and these data resources are well established elsewhere, such as NOAA's Environmental Sensitivity Index (ESI) Maps, which provide a concise summary of coastal resources potentially at risk. An integrated system allows a robust cost-benefit analysis of potential intervention measures to take place (e.g. see NOAA's Trajectory Analysis Planner tool (Barker and Galt, 2000) ). To develop optimised COPs, it is important to evaluate which models are not just acceptable but are the best tool for the job. The environmental data field, e.g. winds and currents, will determine the relevant scale for modelling so, for example, depending on the oceanographic characteristics of a given area, a higher resolution or unstructured grid model may be needed.
Although since the DWH oil spill a greater emphasis has been placed on peer-review publication of model performance, comprehensive model suitability can still sometimes be difficult to assess because specific components of (in particular, commercial) models are treated as a black box. We should work towards at least a minimum standard or characteristic that any given model must fulfil for a particular situation (e.g. the need to be 3D, or to allow oil releases at depth). Therefore, in the short term, model inter-comparison exercises should be encouraged and facilitated: they can be expensive exercises, in terms of staff resource, requiring adequate funding. Some work of relevance to our focus area is already underway (e.g. by the NOOS WG on Drift, or some initiatives commissioned by the UK industry body Oil & Gas UK). We may need to wait until the end of ongoing analyses before deciding whether a more comprehensive and wide-ranging review is needed, perhaps focusing on our area of interest, possibly funded by government and involving all relevant experts in all relevant fields. To that effect, it is critical that any review or intercomparison exercise addresses the key questions that would need to be answered during an oil spill in our region, so that the models are improved for decision-making during an emergency response.
In terms of communication, we need to promote wider cross-disciplinary discussion, including a vehicle for wider community involvement to help inform decisions during a real-life response. During an emergency, expert knowledge is required to parameterise models, esp. as there is often a lack of hard data (e.g. exact position, oil type, release rate). However, the direct involvement of the wider community in emergency response is often problematic or impractical, as comprehensive training is important to ensure familiarity with often very complex models and even with the administrative complexities of the statutory response framework. Another big challenge for the wider community is the need for operational round-the-clock availability of modelling capability, which requires teams of well-trained experts, capable of interpreting and, if necessary, rerunning models before they can be translated into action plans and options for emergency responders.
Aspects of oil behaviour not well represented in oil spill models
Once oil enters the marine environment, its physical and chemical properties continuously change through the process known as "weathering". With the exception of the simplest particletracking models, most oil spill models take into account weathering effects at some level. The physical processes affecting the oil (evaporation, emulsification, dissolution) are relatively well studied. The behaviour of oil, gas, and oil-gas interactions at extreme depths, although incorporated in some of the main commercial oil spill models (OSCAR, OILMAP) is still the subject of active research. Chemical dispersant use is often considered, in order to disperse the oil into high-surfaceto-area droplets, ideally only after detailed Spill Impact Mitigation Analysis (SIMA; formerly known as Net Environmental Benefit Analysis, NEBA). In the event of a deepwater oil spill dispersant application at the release point can enhance the subsurface entrainment of the smallest oil droplets oil at depth within the water column, thus helping to minimise the amount of oil that reaches the surface (e.g. for human health and safety reasons such as air quality or to minimise impact to coastal ecosystems). Dispersant application accelerates biodegradation by increasing bioavailability to oildegrading microorganisms as a result of the increased surface:volume ratio of the smaller oil droplets. The physical effect of dispersants is well studied, and has been now been shown to scale up from the bench to larger scale releases (Brandvik et al., 2017) . Research on the biodegradation of dispersed oil droplets has reached the level of component-specific biodegradation and oxygen consumption rates (Brakstad et al., 2017a) . The propane "jumpstart" of the DWH oil spill has not been found to occur in pristine waters (Brakstad et al., 2017b) . However, the subject of water column and in-sediment biodegradation (in the presence or absence of chemical dispersion), and sediment-oil interactions with and without dispersant remain an active area of research Due to concerns related to the use of chemical dispersants, mechanical dispersion methods are also being developed.
Bacterial processes
Hundreds of thousands of tonnes of oil enter the marine environment every year. Over 45% (over 600,000 tonnes) of that occurs naturally through seepage below the seafloor (NAS, 2003) . Oildegrading bacteria oxidise and mineralise much of the hydrocarbons that constitute the oil and ultimately remove it from the environment. Remarkably, in the almost 50-year history of the oil and gas industry operating in the North Sea and surrounding NE Atlantic, we know very little about the microbiology, in particular of oil-degrading microbial populations, in these waters. Similarly, there was a lack of water column baseline microbiological data for the Gulf of Mexico prior to the DWH oil spill, where there is a long-established oil and gas industry and where natural oil seeps are a prevalent feature of the landscape on the seafloor.
Two opportune pre-spill water column samples collected from near the vicinity of the DWH blowout (Dubinsky et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014) provided a much-needed baseline to assess the response of microbial community during the spill, as well as to indicate that the Gulf bacterial community had made a partial recovery towards pre-spill conditions by mid-2011 (Yang et al., 2014) . 16S rRNA sequencing methods revealed that, during the active phase of the spill, blooms of opportunistic bacteria responded to the mass influx of oil in the water column. The massive deepwater oil plume that formed at 1000-1300 m depth had triggered dramatic microbial shifts, notably of bacterial taxa belonging to the Oceanospirillales (termed DWH Oceanospirillales), Cycloclasticus and Colwellia that were found significantly enriched within the plume (Gutierrez et al., 2013a; Hazen et al,. 2010; Yang et al., 2014) . This succession from aliphatic hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria (Oceanospirillales) to obligate degraders of aromatic hydrocarbons (Cycloclasticus) and psychrophilic hydrocarbon-degrading generalists (Colwellia) closely resembles the microbial dynamics that is typically observed in seawater following an oil contamination (Head et al., 2006) .
Oil from the Macondo well also reached the sea surface in the Gulf of Mexico, forming expansive oil slicks that also triggered dramatic microbial community shifts, notably an enrichment of Cycloclasticus and, to a lesser extent, Halomonas, Alteromonas and Pseudoalteromonas (Gutierrez et al., 2013a) that are recognised for producing exopolymeric substances (Gutierrez et al., 2013b) , i.e. biopolymers released extracellularly into the seawater that can behave as dispersants to facilitate the dispersal of the oil and increase its bioavailability for biodegradation. Marine biopolymers, which are largely produced by bacteria and phytoplankton, have been implicated in the formation of marine oil snow (MOS; Fig. 11 ) (Daly et al., 2016; Gutierrez et al., 2013b; , which was observed during the first research cruise on R/V Pelican to the site of the blowout in early May 2010 and was frequently encountered around the vicinity of surface oil slicks. By June 2010, a little over a month after the onset of the spill, MOS was no longer visible at DWH, as it had sedimented to the seafloor in what is described as the "Dirty Blizzard".
During the DWH spill, more than 7 million litres of the synthetic dispersant Corexit-9500 were applied on sea surface oil slicks and directly at the leaking wellhead to promote formation of small, slow-rising droplets, and to help increase the bioavailability of the oil for microbial degradation. Recent evidence has shown that the dispersant significantly altered the microbial community of the oil plume by selecting dispersant-degrading bacteria, such as Colwellia, that bloomed in deep waters of the Gulf during the spill (Kleindienst et al., 2015) . Whilst the environmental impact and fate of dispersant usage continues to be a topic of debate, its future use needs to be critically evaluated within the SIMA in order to take into account its potential effects on indigenous communities of oil-degrading microorganisms that are key to the natural attenuation process.
Current collaborative projects between Heriot Watt University and MSS are investigating the diversity, abundance and function of oil-degrading microbial populations in the NE Atlantic, including their response to dispersant applications. Hitherto, the only report investigating this for the FSC has shown that dispersants and nutrients can positively influence the formation of MOS and the microbial communities of surface waters in this region (Duran Suja et al., 2017) . Laboratory experiments with FSC surface waters showed that the presence of dispersant triggers the formation of MOS, but that nutrient addition magnifies this. Using Illumina MiSeq sequencing, the microbial communities associated with MOS particles were found to be dominated by oil-degrading (Cycloclasticus, Thalassolituus, Marinobacter) and extracellular polymeric substance (EPS)-producing (Halomonas, Pseudoalteromonas, Alteromonas) bacteria, and included major representation by members affiliated to Psychrobacter and Cobetia with putative oil-degrading/EPS-producing qualities. In this same study (Duran Suja et al., 2017) , the presence of dispersants and crude oil amended with/without nutrients resulted in the intermittent, and in some cases short-lived, bloom of opportunistic heterotrophs, principally obligate hydrocarbonoclastic (Alcanivorax, Cycloclasticus, Thalassolituus, Marinobacter) and EPS-producing (Halomonas, Alteromonas, Pseudoalteromonas) bacteria in the surface waters of the FSC. These findings in this subarctic northeast Atlantic region reflect those observed in surface waters during the DWH oil spill and provide a platform for comparison. It also opens the possibility of bioremediation strategies in oil-spill contingency to enhance the hydrocarbon attenuation process.
Interactions with sediments
Common oil types often have specific gravity < 1 so they naturally float in seawater, although this is of course temperature-and pressure-dependent. Oil in the water column or on the surface can reach the sediment as a result of weathering-induced changes or after binding with material of inorganic (suspended particles, forming oil mineral aggregates, OMA) or organic (marine snow, faecal pellets, forming MOS; Passow et al., 2012) origin. These mechanisms can result in the sinking of oil in areas where recovery is not possible or practical, unlike the oiling of shoreline sediments. Studies on the fate of the 1979 Ixtoc oil spill (well blowout at 50 m depth) indicated that approximately 25% of the 3 million barrels of oil released settled to the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico, affecting an area of 2,800 km 2 (Jernelov and Linden, 1981) . Much of the research following the DWH oil spill focused on the deepwater oil plume that formed following the application of large amounts of Corexit-9500 dispersant directly at the wellhead. Despite the intense research effort, approximately 1.1 million barrels of oil were unaccounted for a month after closure of the wellhead and a large fraction of that is believed to have reached the sediments (Chanton et al., 2014) . Oil contamination triggered a profound response by the sediment microbial community at the taxonomic, functional and genomic levels. However, hydrocarbon degradation was relatively slow considering the presence of high concentrations of labile n-alkanes 1 year after the spill. Recalcitrant PAHs in particular persisted in sediments impacted by the DWH oil spill with negative impacts on benthic fauna (Montagna et al., 2013) . Based on sediment samples taken 6 months after the spill, the aforementioned study estimated 24.4 km 2 of sediment were severely impacted and 148 km 2 moderately impacted by DWH oil, whereas a study based on > 3000 samples, for which data were available by 1 January 2014, identifies an area of 3200 km 2 around the Macondo well as contaminated by the DWH spill (Valentine et al., 2014) .
Several surveys of the Atlantic Margin area (e.g. AFEN, 2001 ) have characterised the prevalent sediment types in the FSC. Most of these are fine sediments (clays, muds, silt) and sands. In muddy sediments, oil will generally penetrate just below the surface, where it can persist for a long time and be available for re-suspension (e.g. Gong et al., 2014 , Tremblay et al., 2005 . Organic matter within the sediment matrix increases adsorption and decreases transport and biodegradation, which can also be reduced by anaerobic conditions, high pressure and very low temperatures (Gong et al., 2014 , Tremblay et al., 2005 . The relatively high current speeds in the deepest part of the FSC (Hansen et al., 2001 ) prevent the deposition of fine sediment particles, resulting in sediments with higher permeability such as sands, where pressure gradients resulting from the interaction of nearbed current, internal wave or tidal effects and sediment topography allow advective porewater flushing (Huettel et al., 2014) . Porewater can be moved at rates of 10's of cm h -1 to depths of >10 cm (Precht and Huettel, 2004) and can supply fresh particulate organic matter to the sediment, even under conditions where hydrodynamic forces prevent gravitational settling of particles.
The use of dispersants, which results in the formation of smaller oil droplets, increases the penetration depths of oil in coarse sediments and penetration depths for oil droplets of up to several decimetres have been predicted for shallow sublittoral sands (Zuijdgeest and Huettel, 2012) . Another factor to be considered is the role of sediment bacteria in the transformation of the oil ("biotransformation"). Studies identifying deep-sea sediment hydrocarbon degrading bacteria and their capacity for hydrocarbon attenuation are rare. Most have focused on water column processes (e.g. Brakstad et al., 2015a,b; Hazen et al., 2010) and their applicability in oil spill modelling is often limited by the fact that, in many cases, the hydrocarbon degradation potential at 25⁰ C, rather than degradation rates at in situ temperatures, is investigated (see Gao et al., 2015, and references therein) . Current collaborative projects between the University of Aberdeen and MSS are investigating the transport of oil in NE Atlantic sediments, as well as the diversity, abundance and function of oil-degrading microbial populations in the sediments of the deep NE Atlantic at in situ temperatures, and indicate a significant reduction in hydrocarbon degradation between incubations at 5 ⁰C and 0 ⁰C (Witte, pers. comm.). In addition, pressure affects microbial physiology, the physicochemical environment, biogeochemical process rates, and the fugacity of hydrocarbon in the environment, but this has been largely neglected in post-DWH studies. A fundamental understanding of these processes is required before they can be fully evaluated and incorporated into oil spill models.
Knowledge gaps and future directions
Still relatively little is known about water column processes where microorganisms play a significant role in the fate of oil, such as by degrading hydrocarbon or participating in the formation of MOS, although our knowledge has increased dramatically after the DWH oil spill (see Passow et al., 2012) . More acutely, there is little knowledge on interactions/fluxes between oil and sediments, and the sediment-water interface. There are significant knowledge gaps regarding deep water sediment fauna, partly due to the great logistical challenges associated with deep water research.
Basic knowledge such as baseline and community succession studies of bacterial community structure and function in the sediment and water column need urgent attention because of a changing climate and the potential risk of acute perturbation events. An example study is Brakstad et al. (2015b) . Internal mixing processes in areas like the FSC can be very intermittent, so how intermittent mixing of oil affects the dynamics of transport and degradation needs to be taken into account. This could be initially instigated in laboratory experiments and then applied to the field. The impacts of subsurface chemical oil dispersion need to be quantified more accurately, in order to understand not just their effect on the oil but their ultimate fate and effect on the ecosystem. This should also include the effect of dispersants on specific types of oil and on the microbial response, not just at source but as they weather with time (especially subsurface) and the combined effect of multiple types of dispersant. The effects of nutrients should also be taken into account, given their reported influence on the fate of oil, such as in MOS formation. Once the main knowledge gaps have been addressed, it would be necessary to investigate how the research findings can inform an effective operational response.
Further research is needed to incorporate and/or parameterise adequately the more sophisticated aspects of oil behaviour into the models (sediment interactions, biodegradation in sediments and water column, effect of dispersants/nutrients -particularly subsurface -on the above). Models that have all the relevant elements can be used to inform the debate about the benefits and drawbacks of use of dispersants, relative to other intervention measures or even natural degradation processes, better balancing the need for efficient response with sometimes longer-term environmental protection goals. However, as with all models (and more so in the case of the more sophisticated ones), users need the right knowledge to be able to run the models and interpret the results adequately.
In addition to research, there is an imperative requirement for long-term monitoring, both to acquire appropriate baseline data and to monitor any changes (natural, climatic or anthropogenic) , such as what has been done from the T/V Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William Sound, Alaska, USA. For this purpose, we may need to develop new sensors and make use of new technologies, such as bacterial sensors on AUVs or ROVs.
Conclusions and recommendations
The FSC and adjacent waters are areas of highly complicated oceanography, with a complex vertical and horizontal distribution of water masses of highly contrasting characteristics, transported by strong currents. Metocean conditions (waves, winds) can also be quite extreme, which may facilitate natural weathering processes but may also hinder intervention measures. High fourdimensional (including temporal) variability, including substantial small-and mesoscale variability due to processes such as eddies, meanders, internal tide and internal waves, some of significantly chaotic nature, make it difficult to understand the physical environment and, therefore, replicate it in hydrodynamic models at the right spatial and temporal resolutions. It should also be highlighted that it is highly likely that the adequacy of HDM and wind forcing will be a critical driver of any oil spill model simulation or forecast.
Although the FSC area has been the focus of ongoing oceanographic research for over a century, it is critically important that the observational effort continues, to advance our understanding of the metocean conditions, particularly in the context of a changing climate, and is expanded to increase the spatial and temporal (e.g. in winter) coverage and resolution to resolve all processes of relevance to the fate of a potential oil spill in the area. Here, model sensitivity studies can help identify the most critical data gaps. The need for gaining basic understanding and acquiring adequate baseline data at the relevant resolution levels should not just be limited to the physical environment but also cover the chemistry and biology (across all taxonomic scales) at depth, on the continental slopes, in the water column and on the coastal and inshore waters of the land masses that surround the area. There is scope for enhancing to role of remote sensing and autonomous technologies to supplement more traditional observation methods, particularly where they can provide data, ideally in near-real time, for assimilation into models (Shay et al., 2011) . The value of early and continued water column profiles, particularly for temperature and salinity was shown during the DWH oil spill, as these improved the ocean current field below main thermocline (NOAA, 2011) . There is also scope for increased collaboration and data sharing between academic, governmental and industry-funded initiatives. This observational effort must be supplemented with experimental work on some specific topics relevant to emergency response to oil spills (e.g. sediments and water column biogeochemistry, oil and dispersant behaviour, and environmental sensitivities) where even the most basic information is generally insufficient. The Gulf Research Initiative requirement that all primary data be submitted to GRIIDC (https://data.gulfresearchinitiative.org/) is a positive step in this direction.
Oil spill modelling plays a role in oil spill response for 3 different purposes and the characteristics of the models need to be adequate for the specific objectives of the modelling task. In some cases, the same model may be used but for different scenarios and/or using different forcing data although, in others, totally different models or modelling approaches may be required. At least for some of these applications, model ensembles and data assimilation can also make a significant contribution by quantifying uncertainty and improving skill.
For (1) Planning and preparedness, a statistical modelling approach is needed, with multiple (to account for various sources of variability) and potentially longer runs to quantify impacts on vulnerable receptors, including further-field. This modelling should also include response option scenarios, which are generally required by regulatory authorities. For this application, in the FSC we need a better understanding of the processes described in Section 2 and good observational yearround coverage at mesoscale and sub-mesoscale scales to improve and validate the HDMs that force oil spill models. We also require well validated metocean (including wind) forcing datasets and up to date, comprehensive sensitivity layers, building up on those referred to in Section 4.3.
For (2) Emergency response to an actual incident, a daily forecast cycle is needed. Here, "real-time modelling" plays an important role. The spatial and temporal scales modelled are much smaller (Chandler, 2012) than for (1) above, and processes acting at those smaller scales become much more relevant. For this application, data assimilation (from technologies able to provide data in near-real time) is particularly relevant, as well as the use of response option-specific models in some cases, which can be quickly evaluated by real time monitoring. Here, recent initiatives aimed at identifying assets and resources that could be pulled together in an emergency in the UKCS (see Section 3.5) need to be further integrated into the emergency exercise framework, although it is encouraging to report some recent examples of collaboration (e.g. scientific AUVs deployed collaboratively for real-time data acquisition in a statutory industry emergency exercise). In the US, NOAA most often uses custom in-house circulation modeling tools for hydrodynamic modelling at the small scales needed to accurately predict beaching along complex shoreline areas. Longer range outlooks, as in (1), are also used for longer-term/farther afield preparedness, although for a more limited range of realistic forcing scenarios. An operational example from the DWH oil spill is Barker (2011) , which was used for studying the potential for the oil to reach the Atlantic Ocean.
Modelling is also used for (3) Restoration and recovery. Modelling can be integrated into/inform the post-spill monitoring activities (e.g. as per PREMIAM post-incident monitoring guidelines, Law et al., 2011 ; https://www.cefas.co.uk/premiam/guidelines/). Here, compatibility of oil spill models with other tools such as GIS is also important because other information layers (e.g. on potential vulnerable receptors and sensitivity layers) are still generally in those formats, even with the current focus on interoperability (see Section 4.3), although this aspect is also relevant to the COP concept used in an emergency response situation. As in (1) above, initiatives described in Section 4.3, which provide critical sources of openly available information on vulnerable receptors and other (e.g. socio-economic) sensitivities in the FSC and adjacent areas, should continue to develop in order to increase the amount of relevant information provided and to enhance their accessibility.
High quality, high resolution, ready available observational data are not only critical for our understanding of all relevant processes and for presenting a suitable baseline against which the impact of a hypothetical oil spill in the area could be assessed but, suitably standardised and accessible to the wider community, it would also provide a benchmark dataset for a comparative analysis or "model challenge" between different hydrodynamic and oil spill models. Operational HDMs in the area have generally only been comprehensively validated against surface features, where data are more abundant, so greater certainty about the skill of their 3-D forecasts is necessary for adequate response to a deepwater oil spill. The evaluation of HDMs and oil spill models could be carried out as a hindcast exercise to replicate past observational data but, in the absence of any significant oil spills in the area, it would justify an experimental controlled release of oil or a tracer (e.g. fluorescent dye, albeit accounting for differences in behaviour relative to oil), and/or the deployment of drifters that mimic the behaviour of oil, using the most up to date models and observational technology.
Field surveys, laboratory and field experiments, model inter-comparison studies (e.g. as Socolofsky et al. (2015) but applied to our focus area) and emergency response exercises should be opened up more widely for collaboration opportunities between industry, responders, regulators and researchers (academic and government-funded). For these initiatives to occur, funding must be secured. Learning the lessons of past incidents, it has been advised that the time to develop trust and establish fruitful relationships among the public, academia, government and industry is before, not during or after any incident occurs. All those communities have a role to play in emergency response but their relative contribution and level of involvement will vary depending on which of the 3 applications described above the modelling is being used for.
Even though a lot still remains to be learned, the community has in principle all necessary elements to study the relevant physical processes that need to be incorporated into the hydrodynamic models that drive oil spill models. Oil spill models are becoming increasingly sophisticated and able to incorporate relevant biogeochemical processes that affect the fate of a spill, and new field and experimental knowledge (like the examples presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2) will contribute further to their development. We now know how to apply models to assess their sensitivity to their formulations and parameterisation, and to quantify uncertainty. Hydrodynamic and oil spill models must be complemented with observational data from various sources (from remote sensing and in-situ manned and unmanned platforms), using standardised formats. Finally, models and data need to be integrated into a Common Operating Picture-type framework to provide planners and responders with a comprehensive integrated environment that can project forecast scenarios, including a range of possible intervention measures, onto dynamic environmental and socio-economic sensitivity layers for informed risk assessment and objective decision-making. Particle decay was effected using a simple decay algorithm, and drift was terminated on reaching 10% of the initial 'whole' state (Main et al., 2017) . 
